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ABOUT
founder and Creative Director of Wild
Women Studios, a Brand Building Studio
elevating conscious lifestyle brands and
former Creative Director at Refinery29
Germany.

The following shows a curated selection of
work during my time at Refinery29
showcasing the variety of brands I've
worked with.

Further below, you'll find a link to Wild
Women Studios, my current work as well as
my contact details.

Let's co-create & make an impact!

HI, I'M HELEN



Cast
Nazan Eckes

Cast
Delia Lachance

Cast
Motisi Mabuse

LANCÔME
CLIENT

Janina Uhse
Mandy Bork
Andrea Sawatzki
Barbara Becker
Dana Schweiger

+



LANCÔME

Rosalia 
Hero Image für eine Website 

Lara 
Porträt für eine Meilenstein-
Geburtstagsfeier

CLIENT

WATCH HERO CAMPAIGN

https://vimeo.com/324346473?login=true


CAST
CONCEPT 

CREATIVE DIRECTION
Lancôme   wanted to illustrate the  benefits of their new Teint Idole Ultra Wear line where every women will find
exactly what she needs to face the everyday challenges. Eight inspiring women have been chosen to tell their

personal stories in 8 short videos for social. Every single one of them represents one shade – What you see are
women as individual as the product itself. The hero campaign, which features them all has been shown in 

 almost all Douglas stores in Germany as well as KaDeWe Berlin. The campaign is liked below.  As the Creative
Director I designed a creative concept based on the clients brief and consulted in finding a  cast that illustrates

the perfect symbiosis of female strengths, diversity as well as the spirit of the brand. This was a two day
production with video and photo production for OOO and Social.

WHAT I DID

CAMPAIGN   DELIA LACHANCE CAMPAIGN   NAZAN ECKES CAMPAIGN   MANDY BORK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyomFjGZEis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyomFjGZEis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyomFjGZEis
https://vimeo.com/324352953
https://vimeo.com/324352953
https://vimeo.com/324352953
https://vimeo.com/324360061
https://vimeo.com/324360061
https://vimeo.com/324360061


REEBOK 



CAST
CONCEPT 

CREATIVE DIRECTION

WHAT I DID

Reebok's goal was  to champion their Support Bra through emotive storytelling and reached out to
Refinery29 to make this story come to life. In my role as the Creative Director & Lead of Branded

Content, I casted Julia Dalia to tell the story of female support and illustrate strength and vulnerability at
the same time.  This was a one day photo production.

SEE CAMPAIGN

https://www.refinery29.com/de-de/support-support-support


REEBOK

Cast
Julia Dalia



GUCCI
 



CAST
CONCEPT

CREATIVE DIRECTION

WHAT I DID

With the tagline "home is where your (he)art is, this Gucci campaign has been designed to tell a story of
the special and timeless connection of young creatives. Gucci reached out to Refinery29 to help them

tell the story of timelessness in an unusual way. Conceptualising and directing this campaign, I draw
from a pool of creatives that are young, emerging and connected through their passion for creating new

things. The diversity of the group casted illustrates the spirit of Gucci: innovative,  impactful, aways a step
ahead whilst being timeless.  This was a one day photo production.

SEE CAMPAIGN

https://www.refinery29.com/de-de/wahlfamilie-home-is-where-your-heart-is


GUCCI

Cast
Anahita Sadighi, gallerist

Cast
Nahir Francis,
artist

Cast
May the Muse, 
musician

Cast
Elke Foltz, painter



NIKE
 



CONCEPT 
CREATIVE DIRECTION

For the launch of Nike’s “you don’t just do it for yourself campaign“ three diverse women have been
invited to join the campaign. The idea was to show that by owning our soft side, our weaknesses

and challenges we empower others to do the same and in this sense we’re stronger together and
able to move things to the next level. This branded content video campaign has been produced

along with a photo series and interviews with the three talents. The aim was to show the
community aspect of the brand and it’s support for young female athletes. 

 

WHAT I DID

WATCH CAMPAIGN

https://www.refinery29.com/de-de/mut-ist-nicht-die-abwesenheit-von-angst


NIKE

Marlene Schmitt, Nike Trainer
Beatrice Brestrich, Female Fitness Coach
Isra Abdou, Boxerin

Cast



ADIDAS



CAST
CONCEPT

CREATIVE DIRECTION
Adidas briefed Refinery29 to showcase their iconic adidas  Originals Taekwondo
and give it a creative twist to show the variety of styles that go with this little icon. 

Danish stylist and influencer Trine Kjaer has been chosen to put her colourful
spin on the sneaker and talk about how to pursue a creative career in fashion.

This was a one day photo production.

WHAT I DID

SEE STORY

https://www.adidas.de/
https://www.adidas.de/
https://www.refinery29.com/de-de/das-adidas-nowhere-girl-ueber-eine-karriere-im-modebereich


ADIDAS

Trine Kjaer
Cast



CONVERSE
 



CAST
CONCEPT

CREATIVE DIRECTION
This is a three part photo series for the launch of the Converse One Star. Three

inspiring young women shared their personal stories and talk about how they’ve
overcome major roadblocks in their lives due to their cultural upbringing. A story
showing diversity, real life stories and a lifestyle that promotes one for all and all

for one - One Star. This was a one day photo production.
 

WHAT I DID

STORY PART I STORY PART II STORY PART III

https://www.refinery29.com/de-de/converse-anti-heldinnen-kampagne-berlin-amanda
https://www.refinery29.com/de-de/converse-anti-heldinnen-kampagne-berlin-melis-yildirim
https://www.refinery29.com/de-de/converse-anti-heldinnen-kampagne-berlin-lili


CONVERSE



KISS
COSMETICS

 



CONCEPT 
CREATIVE DIRECTION

WHAT WE DID
WHAT I DID

KISS COSMETICS reached out to Refinery29 to start a Christmas campaign
showcasing the versatile  and creative usage of their nails and lashes to upgrade

your Christmas look. This  was a one day photo production with two branded
content stories.

SEE CAMPAIGN

https://www.refinery29.com/de-de/unser-neujahrslook-weniger-stress-mehr-strass


KISS

Rebecca Mirr
Cast

New Face Lucy/
Model Agency

Cast



 



BRAND BUILDING STUDIO

WHAT I DO NOW

Wild Women Studios is a female-led creative consultancy with a passion to create
empowering work that moves the needle for womankind. We help conscious fashion,

beauty & lifestyle brands as well as female entrepreneurs develop a strong brand
presence and a distinctive visual language that clearly communicates their uniqueness.

Driven by psychology, strategy and design, we elevate brands with a holistic, human-
centered and tailor-made approach build to make a lasting impact.

VISIT WILD WOMEN STUDIOS

https://www.wildwomenstudios.com/


Brand Consulting for
sustainable cosmetics brand
Koko & Clay to find their USP
and elevate their brand
communication.

Brand Consulting for holistic
wellness brand
Mind.Body.Health helping them
find their unique positioning.

Creating visual worlds for ruby a
sexual health and libido
enhancing brand who wants to
portrait a sensitive topic in a 
 sensual way.

Holding workshops on
personal branding and the
power of presence for
brands such as Lillet.

WHAT I DO NOW



CONTACT HELEN

LET'S 
CO-CREATE

mailto:helen@wildwomenstudios.com

